Gold Bar Recruiter Nomination

OPR: Capt Shanna Tenney
Capt Chris Dowlearn
AFRS/RSOC
CAO 25 Sept 2023
Overview

1. Gold Bar Recruiter Objective
2. Responsibilities and Benefits
3. Gold Bar Locations
4. Nomination Process
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Mission Statement
Inspire, engage and recruit a high quality and diverse talent pool for AFROTC and all other Total Force recruiting programs.

Vision Statement
Ensure the DAF sustains a high-quality and diverse applicant pool enabling all accession sources to recruit the most talented candidates to carry out Air Force and Space Force missions.
Responsibilities

• Tasked to plan, organize & attend an array of recruiting events
• Engage with communities and influencers for outreach/ networking
• Support students through HSSP application process
• AFRS liaison to ROTC detachments
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Benefits

• Enter active-duty 15 June 2024
• Assigned to recruiting squadron headquarters
• Receive mentorship from leaders outside of primary AFSC
• Strengthen communication/ organization skills
• Autonomy to manage your market and schedule
• Opportunity for squadron sponsored travel
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Recruiting Squadron Locations:

311 RCS Canonsburg, PA
313 RCS Syracuse, NY
314 RCS Burlington, NJ
317 RCS Oxon Hill, MD
319 RCS Hanscom AFB, MA
331 RCS Maxwell AFB, AL
332 RCS Nashville, TN
333 RCS Patrick SFB, FL
336 RCS Moody AFB, GA
337 RCS Shaw AFB, SC
338 RCS Wright Patterson AFB, OH
339 RCS Clinton Township, MI
341 RCS San Antonio, TX
343 RCS Offutt AFB, NE
344 RCS Arlington, TX
345 RCS Scott AFB, IL
347 RCS Oak Creek, WI
349 RCS Tinker AFB, OK
350 RCS JBMDL, NJ
351 RCS Dobbins AFB, GA
352 RCS JRB Fort Worth, TX
353 RCS March ARB, CA
361 RCS JBLM McChord, WA
362 RCS March ARB, CA
364 RCS McClellan Park, CA
367 RCS Colorado Springs, CO
368 RCS Hill AFB, UT
369 RCS Encino, CA
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Application/Nomination Process

- Nominee must be projected to graduate/commission by 31 May 24 & EAD by 15 June 24
- Det/CC endorsement via Commander’s Questionnaire
- Assignment preference list – must rank all 28 locations
- Video: MAX 3 mins
  - Must wear any combination of blues uniform
  - Must see full length of body
  - No graphics, visual aids, or editing
  - Answer only these questions
    - Why did you join the Air Force/Space Force?
    - Why do you want to be a Gold Bar Recruiter?
    - Why should AFRS select you to be a Gold Bar Recruiter?
Application/Nomination Process

- Submit applications via the RRR – Recruiting Channel on the ROTC TEAMS page

GBR Dropbox
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Timeline

• Oct 2023: Nomination period opens
• 8 Dec 2023: Nomination period closes
• Feb 2024: Announcement of selected candidates
• 15 Jun 2024: GBR EAD/ PCS
• Jul 2024: Phase One GBR Training (tentative)
• Aug 2024: Phase Two GBR Training (tentative)
Information Sessions

Local Gold Bar Recruiters will be contacting Detachments to schedule info sessions with AS400s!
Gold Bar Recruiters play a vital role in the AFROTC recruiting mission, and work with Total Force recruiters to contribute to the Air and Space Force accessions.

It is a great way to start your career and have immediate impact to a lucrative mission.

You will be assigned to places across the nation, some of which you may never re-experience.

The deadline for nominations is 8 Dec 2023.

Information sessions will be offered by current Gold Bar Recruiters.

Questions? Contact Capt Tenney (719) 661-2677 or Capt Dowleearn (210) 279-3794.